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Elinor Block evaluates the ways new technologies have transformed
the media industries, their processes and products; and Peter Block
draws on his life in television to debate whether they are intrinsically
creative, or simply tools to enhance or exploit creativity.

Without doubt people in the creative
industries are often the first to adopt, and then
the first to discard, new technologies. Whether
it's aspects of new social media such as Twitter,
or the technology that enabled James Cameron
to take a huge innovative leap in Avatar and to
win three Oscars in 2009 (albeit in the technical
categories, not Best Picture), the media industry
will be the first to exploit the potential of a new
technology for both creative and commercial
gain.

How does technology impact
on the creative industries?

First, it enables us to do what we already
do better and faster and, from a business
perspective, more efficiently. For example,
broadcast companies in the UK no longer need
dedicated technical staff to play out and monitor
their channels. This can all be done from a central
control in countries such as India, where the
whole thing can be managed at a fraction of the
cost and just as efficiently as in the UK.

Then, there is technology that enables us to
take a leap forward into new areas and new
methods of production. James Cameron's Avatar
required a whole new way of working not only
for the technical staff and crews, but also for the
performers in a way that now makes the special
effects in Lord of the Rings seems pedestrian in
comparison.

Finally, hyped technologies (for example
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Twitter), which are, so far, untried and
untested, are explored as new methods of
communication. They provide a means for
individuals to develop relationships, network
and create their own online personae by which
they can promote the skills and capabilities they
offer. This is true of all social media networking
tools such as Facebook and the 'professional'
networking tool Linkedln. But this is even more
significant in an industry in which networking
and associations are seen as vital to success
and raising your profile.

A history of innovation
Technological innovation is hardly new to the

media industry. In 1450 Guttenberg designed
the printing press; until that time print materials
were produced by hand, predominantly by
monks, in Latin and were mostly the Bible or
religious tracts. Printing was the start of the
mass media industry and the first step to the
democratisation of knowledge. It was a few
hundred years before photography, followed by
sound reproduction, made further in-roads into
the ability to reach a wider audience. The moving
image came in the 191Oswith the first cinemas,
followed by radio in the 1920s and television in
the 1930s.The web emerged in the 1990s, and
the universal mobile phone in 2000. Technology
has driven the creative industries which owe their
very existence to these series of technological
breakthroughs.

However, the key factor since the 1950s is
not just the new technology but the rate of
change that has taken place and the reduced
time it takes to reach the consumer and change
the market. With the rate of change comes the
challenge for those who want to, or need to,
adopt the technology and adapt to its use.The
technology applied in Avatar raises questions: Is
the actors' work more technical than talent? Are
they almost automatons of a system, as opposed
to artistic and creative individuals who are being
enhanced and supported by the technology?

What happens when new
technology is made available?

It is suggested that every new technology goes
through what Gartner, a business consulting
organisation, calls the hype curve. This hype
curve starts when the technology first becomes
available and the very keen early adopters buy
the product or service with no real understanding
of its potential or pitfalls. It doesn't matter
whether it is a technological innovation such
as the iPad or a more nebulous system such as
Twitter; both will get launched with a fanfare of
yet-to-be-fulfilled promise. For example, it could
be argued that the iPad, being a tablet computer
and similar in many ways to the hugely successful
iPhone, did not require a huge leap of faith by the
early adopters; but even so it is remarkable that
as of May 2010 Apple had sold over one million
of these devices.
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Do you believe the hype?
So, whether it is the iPad or Twitter, when

these technical tools first come on the market
there is a great flurry of excitement about their
functionality, and a great peak of inflated
expectation about what they might offer. Will
they provide the answer to a particular technical
issue? Possibly; but there is a time when this
over-inflated sense of expectation fails. What is
clear is that many will be disappointed; there
is a stage of disillusionment with the product
or the service. Then the true understanding
of-what this technological function can offer
slowly emerges, to what Gartner calls the slope
of enlightenment. This is where the more
conservative start using the product or service
and begin to find that it is proving, in some
areas, a useful and productive tool.

Here are some questions you might ask:
- is 3D, as used by Cameron in Avatar, a

fantastic niche product that will be restricted to
the cinema, or a phenomena that will saturate
the television or film industry to become the
next logical step on from high definition?
Or will it actually remain a niche along with
previous attempts at 3D in the 50s and 60s that
failed?

- Twitter: will it become more than a self-
indulgent narrowcastlpersonal cast (by
Stephen Fry), or a useful marketing tool? This is
already emerging.
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When these technologies settle down and
are used by the wider community, will the early
adopters tire of the technology and move on in
search of something new?

Changing technology,
changing industry

Until the early 1990s 'media' meant mass
media. There were very clear channels to
the audiences and markets, and very clear
delineation of the technologies used to reach
them. Radio and TV were broadcast and
predominantly free for all to access.The print
industry was made up of newspapers, magazines
and books; the film industry was all on celluloid
and so required a specialist location to present
their films. Finally, although vinyl was on the
way out, the music industry had a fairly stable
physical distribution system through tapes and
later CDs.

Digitisation
The technological change that threw this up

in the air was digitisation. Digitisation brought
about the convergence of all these seemingly
unique channels to single, transportable,
common format. Allied with the web and
the tumbling cost of personal technology,
distribution channels and modes of access
become multiple and unclear. In the new world
of media an entirely new communication
model emerged. In the old world, the owners

P/a1call or
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and experts pushed pre-packaged linear
content to mass audiences according to
pre-determined frameworks, schedules and
layouts. In the new online world, individuals
pull what they want, when they want, from a
mass of content produced by both professionals
and by amateurs as they make use of tools such
as YouTube, iPlayer and Spotify.

Convergence
The convergence of telecommunications,

IT and media into the common digital format
meant that many different types of content have
been, and can be, aggregated into one multiple
media product or service.

The BBC website exemplifies the way the
printed word (albeit online) can be used to
enhance the moving-image text. The printed
word is used as a wrapper around their material.
The newspaper industry, whether it is the
Guardian, the Times or the Sun, use their
printed-word experience to replicate their print
material online, supported by examples of the
moving image, produced by their own people
or submitted from multiple sources, from
professional camera operators to individuals
who have video cameras in their mobile phone.
It is in this world, with its wealth of possibilities,
that the new media creative works.
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An industry perspective
One person well qualified to comment on the

technological impacts on broadcast industry
is Peter Block, the Executive Director of the
Broadcast Equality and Training Regulator
(BETR). Peter joined the industry just as the
transition from analogue to digital was taking
place, and has been at the centre of many of
the changes that have impacted on the working
conditions of people employed in the broadcast
industry. What follows is his experienced
response to some big questions.

Peter Block's view
Many years ago I was designing computer

graphic systems for small production companies
and design departments of universities and
colleges. At the time I believed that what we were
designing would revolutionise the way people
worked and therefore significantly impact on the
approaches people took in using new technology.
Those new to the creative industry technologies,
especially those in Further and Higher Education,
happily engaged with the technology, first
and foremost as their development tool. What
I saw in those designers already established in
production companies was that they saw the
new digital systems as another tool in their kit
bag of skills. What astonished me was the fact
that they did not use it all the time as their prime
tool, but saw it as an additional piece of kit. They
would put sketches they had produced under
a digital camera, they would use tracing paper
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to create images and photograph them, they
would use objects and capture them into the
system, grab images off camera, off tape or disk
and by so doing amalgamate and integrate all
the technologies they had at their disposal to
create a new and innovative creative output.

The key for me was the fact that all the graphic
artists had straightforward, traditional graphics
design drawing skills that they applied first. Then
they used the technology to enhance or develop
the idea or make it easier and quicker for them
to tryout multiple new techniques before
presenting it to the producer or director.

It has remained clear to me ever since, that
those basic core skills are so important in any
aspect of broadcast production to which new
technologies can bring greater opportunities
to experiment, enhance and develop. It has
been said that the more attempts you can
have at exploiting an idea, the more creative
you get! However powerful the new and
innovative technologies become, they are
essentially creatively neutral. By that I mean
that technology does not inspire creativity;
the skills of, say, a graphic designer still have
to be there. The technology is an enabler for
the realisation of the creative idea and not
necessarily an end in itself. Unfortunately we
have all witnessed what happens when a new
piece of technology has become available to
people in the broadcast industry: every new
programme will make use of it as a means of
experimenting, which may on the face of it seem

an exciting and new effect; it gets the hype
among the professionals.
How do they cope and keep up to date?

The challenge for anybody working in the
industry is to understand how much they need to
know of the various technologies around them,
which may not necessarily be core to the job they
are doing. The expectation from many production
companies is that all in-house production must
be able to multi-task and be multi-skilled.
What does this mean for those working
in the industry?

It might mean that someone trained as a
journalist needs to be able to film, record an
interview while it is taking place as well as taking
notes and asking appropriate and probing
questions of the person they are interviewing.
They then should be able to take that recorded
material back, load it onto their laptop, and edit
it together into a sensible sequence so it can be
used as a supporting presentation to the article
they have just written.

It doesn't mean that the individual must be a
really proficient camera operator, sound recordist
or editor; if they are producing a package they
will still need a camera operator and possibly
a sound recordist to accompany them on the
shoot. It is often assumed that the camera
operator now has the capabilities to set their
own lights and ensure the shot is well lit and
well framed. In my experience the limiting factor
is not about the ability to master or manage
the technology, but the fact that there are
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too many processes to concentrate on. Can a
camera operator listen to what is being asked of
the person being recorded, and simultaneously
ensure that the shot remains framed, that the
sound levels are good, that noises outside are not
interfering with the recording as well as ensuring
that the person who is moving around whilst
being interviewed remains well framed in the
picture? I don't think so.

The bottom line in all of this is to know how
much you need to know of anyone area of skill,
even if it is outside of what you consider your
core capabilities. This will vary greatly between
individual and role. What's clear is that the
professionalism and application of the work you
are doing will very much depend on the level
of practical knowledge that you should have
or need to have. Whether you're working on a
broadcast shoot, a quick news item, or a piece to
end up on a website as a secondary channel will
dictate the capabilities demanded of the team.
But the fact is that a basic understanding of how
anyone element in a production chain works is
no longer enough. You can no longer assume
that you will just hand over a recording for the
editor to edit or for the sound recordists to do
their job. The truth of the matter is now that we
are all now producers and directors of our own
material. The camera operator can no longer
expect the editor to sort it all out; the first cut is
her/his own responsibility.

To an extent convergence and multi-
skilling is essential to drive down costs.

For the companies, the bottom line is very
important, and in harsh economic times they
need the staff they employ and the content
they create to fulfil several functions. We all have
to remain open-minded and aware of all new
technologies that may come along and impact
on our role. Multi-skilling may be a jack of all
trades, but in some cases you still need to be
master of some. However, instead of entering
the broadcast industry as an editor, sound
recordist or even make-up artist, nowadays that
level of specialisation comes later and later in
one's career. Convergent technologies mean a
convergence in skills; it is suggested that a skill
remains valid within a time frame of less than
two years.
What is a portfolio worker?

The impact of this increased rate of change of
technology means that the skills you had when
you entered the industry may not be valid for
very long. The portfolio worker is someone who
has a set of skills which they can apply to
different roles at different times. It is a term
coined over twenty years ago and is now part of
the broadcast industry employment landscape.
But more importantly, along with that portfolio
of skills is the fact that as an individual you
have to maintain and improve those skills all
the time. More than ever you are responsible for
your own career development. How you network
through your professional relationships and how
you keep up to date on a key piece of technology
is more than ever a personal development

responsibility. Being able to use the technical
tools might not actually improve your creativity;
but not being able to use the tools will be a
barrier to entry.

Conclusion
The case Peter is making is that technology

is creatively neutral and yet can provide a
vehicle for new expressions of creativity.
Understanding the technology may not be critical
to resuscitating your creativity or that of the
industry, but an inability to use the tools will be a
barrier to joining the creative workforce of which
you want to be a part. Understanding technology
and technical tools is no substitute for creativity,
but a lack of technical know-how will prevent you
exploiting that creative flair.
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